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Agenda

• Examining technological vs legal 
entrepreneurs.

• Proactive legal entrepreneurial
strategies for building new business 
models? 

• Conclusion.
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Technological entrepreneurs

”Technological entrepreneurs start with 
technology and develop business 

models from technological possibility.”

Case: Single Sign On
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Legal friction…

• Contractual infrastructures?
• Liability?
• Legal capacity? 
• Failures and frauds?

Some observations

• This is thought to be the most common kind of 
entrepreneur.

• Legal problems generally take a while to emerge
- sometimes they never do – but when they do
they can be fatal (Napster).   

• Thus we say that ”law stops entrepreneurs” –
but is this true? Or are there entrepreneurs that 
use law pro-actively?
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Legal entrepreneurs

”Legal entrepreneurs start with the law
and develop business models from 

interpretations of the law (legal 
possibility – proactive law!).”

Legal entrepreneurs

Industrial society 
law

Info society
law

Open legal Open legal entrepreneurialentrepreneurial spacespace!!

1990 2020
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Question

”How can the gap between law and 
technology be used pro-actively for 

business development?”

Partial answer:

• Direct models – what will be required by law?
• Negative models – what is not illegal? 
• Support models – how can existing laws be 

supported?
• Transition models – what will be required in the 

move to an information society?
• Destructive models – what parts of law will not 

hold?
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Direct model

• Business development driven by 
changes in the law. 

• Sketchy market need (pro-active
adaptation to expected legal change).

Case: Dynamic Purchasing Systems

• ” 5. A "dynamic purchasing system" is a 
completely electronic process for making 
commonly used purchases, the characteristics of 
which, as generally available on the market, 
meet the requirements of the contracting entity, 
which is limited in duration and open throughout 
its validity to any economic operator which 
satisfies the selection criteria and has submitted 
an indicative tender that complies with the 
specification.
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Case: DRM

Case: Certification Authorities
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Negative model

• Business development is driven by an 
”e-contrario” interpretation of the law. 

• Often exploiting legal uncertainty pro-
actively.

Case: Online Alcohol Sales
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Case: Online Gambling

Case: Privacy Invasive Services

• Journalistic use of personal data
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Support models

• Business development is driven from 
a teleological interpretation of the law.
– What is the law trying to accomplish?

• Often pro-actively enabling
technology shifts by using contractual
structures. 

Case: Payson Deposit Services
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Case: Online Confidence

Transition models

• Business development is driven by ex 
analogia interpretation of the law.

• Often aims to preserve existing functions
described in law by pro-actively building
them into architecture.   
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Transition models
”Real World” ”Cyber space”

§
Legal rule Architecture

”Building law in”

Case: ChamberSign and electronic
procurement

• Legal rule: ” 20 § Envelopes containing tenders are to be 
opened as soon as possible after the final date for 
receipt of tenders in the presence of at least two 
individuals appointed by the contracting entity.  A written 
record of tenders shall be drawn up, and the accuracy of 
this record shall be confirmed by those participating in 
the opening. Should a tenderer so request, an 
individual appointed by a Chamber of Commerce 
shall also be present, the cost to be defrayed by the 
tenderer making the request. “
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Case: ChamberSign and electronic
procurement

ChamberSign model – (roughly)

ParticipantParticipant

Tenderer

Tender

”Presence pro-actively re-created by technology”
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Destructive models

• Directly opts for breaking the law by 
developing new business models. 

• Often defeated in court, but widely
used. 

• Hope is to change the law or make 
money illegally. 

Case: Kazaa?
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Case: Google?

Summary

• Five models of pro-active legal 
business development:
– Direct (literal)
– Negative (e contrario)
– Support (teleological)
– Transition (ex analogia)
– Destructive (breaking the law)
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Technological friction…

• Is it technically possible? (DRM)
• Is it technically standardized? (E-

procurement)
• Is it technically secure? 
• Is the technology affordable? 

Conclusion

Pro-active legal and technological
entrepreneurship in concert creates

powerful business models.
Law is not necessarily a hindrance –

sometimes it actually helps. 

”Architectural entrepreneurs” are needed.
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Thank You!

Presentation available at
www.myresearchnotes.net


